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Abstract—Mirror Box therapy is used for rehabilitating stroke
patients who have lost control of a hand. The therapy uses
mirrors to give patients the illusion that movements of their
healthy hand are movements of their impaired hand. The goal
of this stimulation is to enable the healthy part of the brain to
learn to control the impaired hand. In this paper we present a
mirror therapy tool developed using the Kinect motion sensor.
We evaluate five different finger tracking SDKs using a con-
trolled environment resembling a clinical setup. The strengths
and weaknesses of each SDK are discussed and compared in
a trade-off matrix which attempts to quantify the individual
performances. We present some algorithmic improvements to
hand and finger tracking, explain how this information is used
to control a skeletally animated hand, and present a simple game
to make exercises more enjoyable. We evaluate our application
and identify shortcomings of the presented technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

A stroke is a traumatic event that results in the death of
a localised area of brain cells. This can have significant long
term effects for victims which often include hemiparesis, the
weakness of muscles on one side of the body [1]. Patients
undergo extensive rehabilitation in order to regain some control
of the affected limbs. One such technique used for rehabilita-
tion is mirror therapy, in which the patient places their affected
limb on one side of a mirror and their unaffected limb on the
other side. The patient then performs certain exercises with
the unaffected limb while looking into the mirror from the
same side. The intention is that the patient will perceive the
limb shown in the mirror as their affected limb and “trick” the
brain into believing that it is, in fact, the stroke affected limb
performing the movements. Mirror box therapy has also been
proven to help alleviate the discomfort experienced by patients
suffering from phantom limb pain [2].

In this article we study the feasibility and practicality
of using the Microsoft Kinect RGB-D camera to implement
mirror box therapy in a mixed reality environment. Section II
reviews related work. Section III presents our requirements
and an evaluation of finger tracking SDKs. Section IV presents
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our solution, which we evaluate in section V. We conclude the
paper and present an outlook on future work in section VI.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Mirror Box Therapy

Mirror Box therapy, which involves using a reflection of a
healthy limb to simulate movement of an impaired limb, has
been tested and trialled with very positive outcomes. One of the
most important aspects of mirror therapy is the level of patient
illusion; that is, the degree to which the patient believes that
the observed mirror image is their stroke affected limb [3]. A
recent study at the University of Otago in Dunedin concluded
that their Augmented Reality (AR) Mirror Box using web cams
was perceptually more believable than the traditional mirror
therapy technique [4].

B. Hand Tracking

A large variety of hand tracking algorithms has been
proposed. A good survey is given in [5]. Marker-based hand
tracking algorithms require the user to wear point or area mark-
ers, such as reflective spheres, LED-gloves [6], or coloured
gloves [7]. Marker-based tracking applications can provide
highly accurate results, but the need for auxiliary devices
(markers, gloves) can be inconvenient for the user and often
requires some type of calibration.

Without markers the easiest way to identify (potential)
hand shapes is by using a skin colour classifier [8]. Once a
(potential) hand shape has been identified based on skin colour
it must be verified and its 3D position and orientation must
be determined. A popular way to achieve this is by using
a 3D hand model and searching for a mapping between it
and the perceived hand shape subject to the model’s inherent
constraints (e.g., joint constraints and rigidity of bones) [9],
[10], [11].

Tracking can be simplified by using depth information.
Multi-camera vision and stereographic systems have been used
successfully [12], but are expensive and impractical for patient
home use. We chose instead the Microsoft Kinect motion
sensor due to its low price and high popularity and availability.



The Kinect combines a regular RGB video camera with an
infrared (IR) light emitter paired with an IR light receiver.

After we started our project the Leap Motion Controller
for gesture recognition was released. The technology looks
promising and we look forward to investigate its performance
within a small enclosed environments as used for mirror
therapy. Another technology we considered is the 3Gear SDK,
which uses the colour glove technology from Wang and
Popović [7]. We want to avoid the need for markers and there
are also doubts whether the hand and finger tracking will work
inside a “Mirror Box”.

III. TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION

A. Requirements

The patient is the primary user, with the therapist a close
second. Our focus is on usability and effectiveness. We try
to simulate the experience of using an optical Mirror Box
as many therapists and users will have experience with such
devices. Two thirds of stroke sufferers are over the age of
65, which means that ease-of-use and a simple uncluttered
display are very important. Taking these issues into account
and information obtained from collaborators and medical users
we derived the following requirements:

Patient/Therapist Requirements

1) User friendly
2) Portable, designed with home use in mind
3) Suitable computer system requirements
4) Easy to install
5) Similar experience to traditional Mirror Box
6) Easy user interface
7) Quick Program Response
8) Believable
9) The ability to perform a reasonable set of normal

rehabilitation exercises. We restrict ourselves to finger
exercises involving a flat hand, e.g., bending the
fingers as if playing piano

10) Ability to mirror and hide hands

Project Specific Requirements

1) Cost effective
2) Single Platform
3) Prefer 3D hand model rendering
4) Use Microsoft Kinect
5) Some form of game interaction

Best Practice Requirements

1) Future Development friendly
2) High Frame Rate
3) Developer Community Support
4) Continued driver support
5) Encourage user engagement

B. Set-Up

In order to simulate an optical Mirror Box we attach
two 30cm3 boxes side by side. The wall between the boxes
prevents patients from touching their own hands, which would

compromise the illusion of the impaired hand moving. The
Kinect is mounted about 90cm above ground level on a piece
of wood attached to the back of both boxes. An LED light strip
is fixed to the inner rim of the top of the boxes. The boxes
are open at the front and the top. Figure 1 illustrates our set-
up. While the Kinect offers a “near range” mode we found
that even with suitable lenses finger tracking in the near range
mode with the tested SDKs is worse than with the “default
mode”.

C. Evaluation of Finger Tracking SDKs

We investigated Kinect-based hand and finger tracking soft-
ware and identified five SDKs, which seemed robust enough
for our application and provided a free license. Four of the five
SDKs make use of the OpenNI API and the OpenCV libraries:
The PrimeSense SDK, OpenNI, SimpleNI and Frantracer. The
final SDK tested is part of Microsoft’s Kinect for Windows
package.

We tested the SDKs using the set-up illustrated in figure 1.
Tracking performance using the boxes was consistently worse
than for an open room set-up where the hand is far way from
any background objects.

The Frantracer SDK is implemented in C# using Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio and performed well for simple, slow
gestures but failed to track fingers well when the hand was
moved at faster speeds. It struggled when the hand was

Fig. 1. The Kinect Mirror Box.



clenched in a fist as it continued to attempt to locate the
fingertips. This resulted in any sharp points remaining in the
depth image around the hand being represented as finger tips.
The source code was not well commented, but well structured
and easy to modify. The SDK offers many different variables
to adjust tracking performance and computational time.

The PrimeSense SDK offers very robust hand and finger
tracking, but is computationally demanding. We found that
tracking worked well on computers with good graphics card
and at least 8 GByte main memory, but the tracking perfor-
mance was insufficient on normal lab computers.

The OpenNI SDK’s hand and finger tracking performance
was similar to Frantracer, but had a lower frame rate and
stability.

The Simple OpenNI API is a wrapper for accessing
OpenNI functionality through the “Processing” development
environment [13]. We found that the provided finger tracking
code performed well and had low resource requirements.
However, we were unable to integrate the code into a C/C++
or Java GUI and we were unable to access the finger tracking
raw data.

Figure 2 summarises the results of our evaluation.

IV. DESIGN

A. Finger Tracking

Our evaluation shows that none of the reviewed SDKs
is suitable in its current form, but the Frantracer framework
provides a good compromise between tracking performance,

Fig. 2. Evaluation of finger tracking SDKs.

resource requirements, and extendability. In order to use the
framework in our application several modifications were im-
plemented:

• We found that the depth data contains many erroneous
values, possibly due to interference from the boxes’
side walls and the shiny surface of the laminated
wood. We eliminate small scale noise by performing
morphological filtering and then applying a weighted
moving average filter using the last 5 frames, where
the most recent frame has the highest weighting. Fig-
ure 3 shows the improved performance of Frantracer
when using the processed Kinect raw data.

• Using our set-up we know that a depth value must
represent either the hand or the floor of the box. We
assume that the hand does not touch the sidewalls of
the box. By applying a binary classification to the
depth image we can create a mask identifying the hand
region in the RGB image. The palm center is defined
by the centre point of the largest circle fitting into
that region. This provides a more stable palm center
estimate than when using the Frantracer framework.

• The finger tips are identified by tracing the hand con-
tours and finding the points with the largest distance
to the palm centre and convex curvature. The finger
tip is the center point of the convex region. Note that
if the finger is bent this method still finds the most
outward joint or knuckles of the bend fingers.

• We identify finger joints by using the fact that
the length ratio between finger sections is approxi-
mately 1 : 1.6 [14]. If the finger length is smaller
than the palm diameter, then we assume that all
finger joints are bent simultaneously. This relation-
ship is motivated by the observation that the distal-
interphalangeal (DIP) joint angle is two-third of the
proximal-interphalangeal (PIP) joint angle [15].

The above algorithm yields the 5 finger tips, 14 finger
joints, and the palm centre. For all of these points we have
3D locations. If the finger is bent, depth values are estimated
based on the above bone length and joint angle constraints.
For most users, especially elderly with limited joint mobility,
this provides an acceptable solution.

Fig. 3. The hand tracking results using Frantracer before (left) and after
(right) processing the Kinect raw data. The unidentified black region between
fingers is successfully removed.



B. Skeletal Animation

A hand model in Collada format and code for ren-
dering and animating it was obtained from the site
www.blendswap.com. The model is fully featured with
textures and skeleton for skeletal animation. We use the
ASSIMP library for importing Collada models. So far we use
pre-animation for finger motions, although in future we want
to compute joint positions and motions using the 3D point data
obtained in the previous step.

A GUI was developed for setting relevant parameters
(permissible hand depth range and box dimensions) and for
performing mirroring operations (see figure 4).

C. Interactive Games

Traditional stroke therapy exercises focus not only on
reinitiating normal movement, but also the redevelopment of
fine motor function and improvement of muscle and tendon
strength. As such, this involves interaction with objects such as
foam balls, cylinders, pens, and teacups; objects that a patient
would come across in real life. Given that the Kinect Mirror
box relies on interpreting the depth stream into a usable hand
contour, the addition of objects into this scenario is not possible
with the current set-up. This meant hand exercises were limited
to basic finger flexion movements.

An interactive game was designed during the late stages of
development as a way of visually representing and communi-
cating the operation of the Kinect device, with a focus on how
the hand functions could be correlated to the above mentioned
simple hand exercises. The game was inspired by the popular
“Dance Dance Revolution” arcade video game, where users
move their feet to corresponding arrows on a floor mat. In
our design, this mat was replaced with coloured squares in

Fig. 4. The control panel for the Kinect Mirror Box.

the OpenGL representation of the mirror box on screen as
illustrated in figure 5. During the game four yellow arrows
are displayed at the top of the screen, while a list of blue
arrows scrolls up the page. When the blue and yellow arrows
overlap, squares corresponding to that arrow will light up on
the chessboard, and users must touch these squares with their
fingers. Unfortunatley we found that the tracking precision is
insufficient to reliably detect when a square on the ground
plane is touched.

V. RESULTS

Our evaluation of finger tracking SDKs suggests that
Frantracer is most suitable for our application. Tracking one
hand resulted in a time delay of about 20 ms, which we regard
acceptable. After implementing our improvements the frame
rate on a mid-range computer without graphics card drops to
about 10-15 frames per second, which is barely tolerable.

One of the biggest problem with all hand tracking algo-
rithms is noise and the lack of stability, e.g., of palm and
finger tip detection. We were able to improve stability by using
morphological and low pass filtering, and exploiting domain
knowledge (box dimensions).

The hand model is currently animated using pre-baked
animations for each finger, which are placed and triggered
using the finger tips and palm center. The quality of the
animation is unsatisfactory, since it does not provide a good
sense of immersion.

We presented a simple rhythm game to make finger
exercises more interesting. Informal testing during a public
exhibition indicated that users liked the idea and found the
application intuitive and easy to use. However, current tracking
performance (quality and range of finger motions detected),
and in particular realism of the hand model (immersion) are
not satisfactory yet.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a prototype of a Kinect Mirror Box
for stroke rehabilitation. Our research indicates that consumer-
level motion tracking sensors and mixed reality environments
can make mirror box therapy more accessible and interesting.

Fig. 5. Kinect Mirror Box rhythm game (with the rendered hand removed).



A further advantage is that performance data can be collected
and (e.g., practice duration) and used by medical professionals.

Unfortunately the hand tracking performance obtained with
the Kinect was not satisfactory and different motion sensors
need to be evaluated in the future. Furthermore our hand
animation and rendering is too simplistic and unsuitable to
trick users’ brain into believing that their impaired hand was
moved. However, the algorithms for realistic skin rendering
and skeletal animation are well known, and hence we believe
that this problem can be easily overcome.

In future work we will test different consumer-level motion
tracking technologies, improve the rendering and animation of
the hand model, and perform a more extensive user study.
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